
 

Discovering the north – Dancing the Line 
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My initial feelings as I start this discovery: Old Nicosia feels 

different today. It could be the burning heat of the mid-

afternoon summer sun, but it’s more than that.  The city 

feels quiet, somewhat deserted.  The usual hustle and 

bustle of days gone by, serve as a memory of a shared city 

that was impacted by Covid-19.  Whilst the world has been 

hit hard by Covid-19, Nicosia, and Cyprus as a whole, has a 

unique story of its own. 

The divided city of Nicosia was granted a new lease of life 

since the opening of the checkpoints in 2003. The years 

that followed, witnessed more crossing points being 

opened, allowing for easier access to the old town of 

Nicosia, which witnessed a revival.  Many young Cypriots 

returned to the city, friendships across borders formed 

and a revival of arts and culture transformed a once 

somewhat abandoned city, into something quite unique.  Where else in the world can you eat and drink 

alongside a buffer zone, with sand banks and barrels as your backdrop. 

Unfortunately, in March 2020 at the onset of Covid-19, 

the checkpoints were closed, with crossing only 

permitted for certain needs. And so, Cyprus returned 

to its pre 2003 state, which gives an insight into the 

fragility of the ‘Cyprus problem’ and how it has 

impacted the city and continues to do so. It is hard to 

ignore the blocked roads cordoned off with military 

warnings that don’t allow you to continue your route.  

For many Cypriots, this has been normalized to some 

extent, it’s part of their every day.  However, that it is 

not to say, it is accepted or welcomed by all.  
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Now let’s start our Discovery! 
 

You Discover: as you walk this discovery, note down how many barricades or roadblocks you 

encounter.  Have they stopped you in your tracks?  Have you found yourself having to divert route?  

Can you envisage what is on the other side?   
 

Also keep an eye out for some of the striking street art on display throughout your discovery. If you 

are a fan of street art, watch this video ‘Remembering is Beautiful‘ on how the memory of the older 

generation Nicosian’s, is being kept alive through street art – you may spot some of these beautiful 

portraits as you walk the city. 

 

Starting Point 

Site of historical/cultural interest 

The starting point of this tour is the grand and beautiful Selimiye 

Mosque, which sits majestically in the old city.  Built in 1293, during the 

Lusignan period, it was originally a Roman Catholic church, named St 

Sophia. Even today many people still refer to it as Agia Sofia.  Selimiye 

mosque is one of the oldest largest gothic churches in Cyprus and is even 

visible from the southern part of the city. When the Ottomans first 

conquered Cyprus in 1571, they only allowed for two religions in Cyprus, 

Islam and Greek Orthodox.  Since Agia Sofia was a catholic church, the 

Ottomans converted it into a mosque, and it has remained so ever since. 

It was renamed after the Ottoman conqueror, Sultan Selim.   

As I enter Selimiye mosque and remove my shoes (customary in 

all mosques) the uniqueness of this building becomes more 

apparent.  It is such an interesting mix, with its gothic towers 

standing tall, amidst an Islamic place of worship. The architecture 

is breath-taking, and the sense of peace is all encompassing.  

Despite its use as a mosque, there are some features from its 

catholic past that remain.   
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 You Discover: Look up on the archway the door, what can you see? 

Leaving the towering minarets behind, walk towards our next stop, the Büyük Han, briefly stopping to 

note the center of the city and the municipal market, known locally as Bandabulya. Built in 1932 during 

the British rule, the market was restored under the Nicosia Master Plan. Today it sells a variety of fruits 

and vegetables, as well as dried fruits and nuts and of course the famous Turkish delight.  There are also 

several souvenir shops to look through. In the past this was the main market in the city and would be 

where locals bought most of their produce.  As supermarkets have populated the ever-expanding city, 

the market today does not experience the hustle and bustle of days gone. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=etulr6ZI0Xo
https://unece.org/fileadmin/DAM/thepep/en/workplan/urban/documents/petridouNycosiamasterplan.pdf
https://unece.org/fileadmin/DAM/thepep/en/workplan/urban/documents/petridouNycosiamasterplan.pdf


You Discover:  Why not take a walk round the market – see what fruits are in season. Learn a few 

words in Turkish and ask the market sellers what your favourite fruit is called in Turkish. 

 

Although we are not able to explore the whole of the northern part 

of the city in this tour, if you do want to delve a little deeper and 

experience how the city has changed in recent years, take a walk to 

the east side.  Bear to the left of the municipal market and walk 

down Uray Street. Here you will find a mix eclectic of cafes, bars and 

restaurants and incredible street art.  The whirling dervish is not to 

be missed amongst a backdrop of bullet holes from the conflict. 
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You Discover: Standing directly in front of the municipal market there is a small street to the right, 

called Kuyumcular Street.  If you walk a few meters down, on the right, on the corner of an adjacent 

street you will find yourself in the very center of the walled city, being of equal distance to each of the 

eleven bastions located around the city. The plaque on the wall will let you know you’re there.  Did 

you find it?  What’s the distance from each of the bastions?  

Turn around and walk down Arasta street, with its small cafes and local shops.  On a busy day there is a 

mass of tourists and locals filling out on the paved streets. If you feel like caffeine fix, you can try a 

Cyprus coffee at Özerlat coffee shop, a local coffee maker. 

Interesting fact: 

Cyprus coffee was traditional made on a coal fires in a long 

handles coffee pot called ‘jezve’ in Turkish  and ‘mbriki’ in 

Greek. Nowadays, this is rarely the case. Cypriot coffee is strong 

and accompanied by a glass of water.  Depending on your 

preference you can order it plain, with no sugar ‘sade’ in Turkish 

and ‘sketo’ in Greek.  Medium ‘orta’ in Turkish and ‘metrio’ in 

Greek or more sugar ‘şekerli’ in Turkish and ‘glyki’ in Greek.  

There is also an option in Turkish to have a little sugar ‘as 

şekerli’. Cyprus coffee is best sipped slowly and the thick layer at 

the bottom is not consumed.  Fortune tellers traditionally use this residue to interpret the coffee 

drinker’s future! 

 

 

 



Site of historical/cultural interest 

Heading down Arasta street and then bearing to the right, 

you will find yourself in front of the Büyük Han (Great Inn).  

Bult in 1572, a year after the Ottomans seized Cyprus from 

the Venetians.  The Büyük Han is one of the oldest Ottoman 

buildings in the old city. The Han was traditional used as an 

inn for travelling salesmen.  It offered lodging with fireplaces 

along with camel stables, which cannot be seen today.  In 

the centre of the Han is a small mosque. When Cyprus was 

under British rule the Han was converted into a prison.  Over 

the years, the building experienced extensive damage and 

was renovated in the early 2000’s.  Today it houses various souvenir and handicraft shops, small art 

galleries and workshops, and a restaurant where you can savour delicious Cypriot pastries and kebabs. 

As I enter through the wooden door, the architecture is simply breath-taking, and you feel you are in 

another world.  The renovation work has been beautifully carried out to give a feel of times gone by, as 

well as allowing for its use by tourists and locals alike. 

 Interesting facts: 

Since 2004 and before the closing of the checkpoints in 2020, every Saturday morning, a group of Greek 

Cypriot and Turkish Cypriots met at the Büyük Han for coffee.  Known as the Büyük Han Coffee Club, this 

group are a wonderful example of friendships that have flourished since the easing of physical barriers 

between the two communities, and represent the potential of what a reunified Island could look and 

feel like. The Büyük Han coffee club has been known to receive an array of high-profile visitors to its 

Saturday morning gatherings, including members of the United Nations, visitors from the EU, former 

negotiators and ambassadors. 

Read more about the Büyük Han Coffee Club: https://cyprus-mail.com/2016/03/20/a-solution-over-

coffee/ 

Heading out the opposite door of the Büyük Han you will find yourself looking at a small square.  To the 

right on the corner is one of the oldest restaurants in old town Nicosia. 

Sabir Restaurant: It’s easy to miss this long-established eating place. The only thing on the menu at this 

truly unique restaurant, is succulent chargrilled kofte in pitta bread.  The kitsch interior is like walking 

into a Cypriot grandmother’s living room.  Be warned this is not a place to come if you are in a hurry.  

‘Sabir’ means patience in Turkish and you need lots of it, as you could be awaiting an hour for your food 

as the chef and owner meticulously dices, chops and grills.  But it’s worth the wait!  

Heading left and walking away from the Büyük Han down a small 

street, you will see Hoi Polloi, one of the most popular meeting 

places for young people from both parts of the city, with its close 

proximity to the Ledra Street checkpoint. A coffee shop by day and 

bar by night, this small street café has been a catalyst in the 

https://cyprus-mail.com/2016/03/20/a-solution-over-coffee/
https://cyprus-mail.com/2016/03/20/a-solution-over-coffee/
https://cyprus-mail.com/2016/03/20/a-solution-over-coffee/


changes seen in the northern part of the Nicosia, especially in the last in the last 5 years.   Hoi Polloi is 

Greek and means ‘the many’ and on its live music nights, you will find many people from all walks of life 

meeting at this local haunt. 

To find out more how this deserted part of the city has been bought back to life, read this:  

https://cyprus-mail.com/2016/09/04/dark-streets-come-life/ 

You Discover:  Ask the people sitting at Hoi Polloi (customers and staff) what they think is special 

about Hoi Polloi and why it is important to Nicosia. 

Continuing walking down the street, you will come to a small pedestrianised square.  Before walking 

straight, take a small de tour to the left to see the Ledra Place checkpoint, which links the northern and 

southern part of old Nicosia. This is the only pedestrianised checkpoint and at times (when open), you 

can witness the many people crossing from one side of the city to the other. 

 

Time to reflect: If you did the south discovery, you can now get a better understanding what is beyond 

the checkpoint and how the division has divided the mains streets of the city. Can you imagine how a 

dividing line would affect your own city? Are there invisible borders in your city? 

 

Interesting Fact: 

Ledra  Street checkpoint was officially declared open in April 2008 becoming the 6th crossing point to be 

open since 2003.  The impact on the old city of Nicosia since its opening has been tremendous.  Local 

shop owners, new restaurants and bars, and gentrification of the city led to the old town being a place 

where Cypriots from both sides would meet. Its value was never more appreciated when the checkpoint 

closed during Covid- 19.  The Ledra Street checkpoint also holds great symbolic value, as it was seen to 

reunify Nicosia, as if bringing 2 parts of a jigsaw together. Life was brought back to a quiet deserted city, 

and this is especially true in the northern part. Its closure in February 2020 during the onset of Covid-19, 

saw demonstrations from Greek Cypriots and Turkish Cypriots demanding open access to the city. 

Moving on from the checkpoint, continue back on the previous track 

towards our next destination, Atatürk Square. On the left, opposite 

the Evfak building is Rüstem Kitabevi (Rüstem bookshop), the oldest 

book shop in Nicosia (1937).  The ground floor of this historic building 

is filled with shelves of new and second-hand books, with some 

foreign language books too.  Upstairs you can eat delicious traditional 

Cypriot food  with a daily changing menu. Rüstem also houses a coffee 

shop and exhibition and art spaces.  

Photo Credit: Old Nicosia Revealed 
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Sites of historical/cultural interest 

Sarayönü, officially known as Atatürk Square. A large venetian 

column stands in the centre of the square, which was brought to 

Nicosia from the Salamis ruins.  It initially stood in Sarayönü Mosque 

until finding its current home in 

1015. "Sarayönü", means "the 

front of the palace", since a palace 

dating back to Lusignan times once 

stood in the area.  The palace was 

destroyed by the British in the twentieth century during their rule.  

The site in which the law courts stand today, was where the Lusignan 

palace stood, providing residence to the Frankish kings of Cyprus in 

the middle ages, until it was demolished. 

You Discover:  Can you find the British royal coat of arms visible on the surrounding wall of the 

courts? 

On the left, just ahead, you will see Nicosia post office which was built in 

1925 by the British. For many years, Greek Cypriots and Turkish Cypriots 

worked together in the postal service until the inter-communal violence of 

1963-64, which left the post office being in the Turkish Cypriot part of the 

city. 

 

You Discover: if you are lucky, you may find Nicosia’s famous sweet seller in his small cart selling 

cooling Cypriot desserts in the summer months and heart-warming milky drinks in the winter.  Stop, 

taste and take a selfie. 

Continue walking straight, following the road to the right and heading to the outskirts of the walled city. 

You will come to a small crossroads and at this point you have two options.  One is to take the quick 

route and walk directly to the Ledra Palace Buffer Zone to learn about the importance of various 

buildings in the Buffer Zone. Or you can add another 30 minutes to your discovery and do a de-tour 

enroute to Ledra Palace Buffer Zone and explore the Arabahmet quarter of the city and experience a 

different perspective to the borders of the city. 

For those heading straight to Ledra Palace Buffer Zone, cross the street and walk straight, turning left at 

the traffic lights. 50 meters in front of you will be the Ledra Palace Buffer Zone where the south tour 

also ends.  For information about the Ledra Palace Hotel and the Home for Cooperation please check 

out the Discovering the south - Following the Divide.  

For those who wish to continue, turn left at the crossroads. As you walk ahead, the road will fork.  To 

the left is Tanzimat Street and the right, Zahara Street. Before walking to the left, stop and note the 

Fountain of Zehri. The fountain was built 1910, is an octagonal shaped structure with a reservoir 

constructed from cut stone.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cyprus_crisis_of_1963%E2%80%9364
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cyprus_crisis_of_1963%E2%80%9364


Now continue walking down Tanzimat Street. 

This is the Arabahmet neighbourhood. As can be 

witnessed today, it is a residential area and was 

once one of the most prestigious areas of 

Nicosia. Historically, many Armenian families 

lived in the neighbourhood, alongside Turkish 

Cypriots and Greek Cypriots; the Armenians for 

some time being the majority.  During the inter-

communal troubles in the city, most Armenian 

families moving to the southern parts of the city.  Today, the houses are mostly inhabited by families 

from Turkey, who have migrated to Cyprus.  Most of the balcony houses in Tanzimat Street were built in 

the late 19th to early 20th century. These balconies played a key feature in the house, offering an 

outdoor escape in the hot evenings, with views across the city.  As you walk down the street, there is a 

historical sense of the many legacies and histories of Cyprus all brought together. 

Time to reflect:  how does this neighbourhood differ to the other parts of the city you discovered 

today? 

Before reaching the end of the street, turn left down Müftü Hacı Ali Street and 

then onto Salahi Şevket Street, formerly known as Victoria Street, where you 

will find the Armenian Church of Our Lady of Tire.  Built in the 13th century, it 

was originally used as a convent.  As many of the nuns were Armenian in 

origin, it came under the Armenian Church 

before 1504.  In 1570, following the seize 

of Nicosia by the Ottomans, the church 

was given to the Armenians by Sultan 

Selim II as a gift for siding with the 

Ottomans. In 1963, when the city divided, the church found itself on 

the border of newly divided city for which it remains to this day. As a 

result, it experienced extensive damage until the United Nations 

Development Programme (UNDP) in Cyprus began renovation works, which completed in 2013 and won 

the EU Prize for Cultural Heritage (Europa Nostra Award) in 2015. If you see the guardian of the building 

there, please do ask him if you can go in. 

Head back the way you came on to Tanzimat Steet and you will see a 

park.  Sınır Parkı, "the border park", also known as Yiğitler Burcu Parkı, is 

more than an open green space in the city. Head inside and walk 

towards the edges of the fence. As you peer down you are looking at 

the southern part of the city.  Since the division of the Island, the park 

was one of the only places where Greek Cypriots and Turkish Cypriots 

could see each other and get a glimpse of the ‘other’ side.  You will be 

able to see Paphos Gate and the Maronite church in the southern part 

of the city, whose bells I hear ringing in the north.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Selim_II


Time to reflect: If you have done the south discovery, you will be able to see the streets you walked 

down from the park. Does it seem surreal?  How does your perspective differ of the things you saw on 

the south discovery? 

My reflection: As I stand here in June 2021, a strong 

memory comes flooding back to me.  I remember standing 

in this very place in 2002, looking down and thinking how 

surreal this situation was.  I could see people who I could 

not meet or engage with, pavements in the same city that I 

could not walk down.  I could see, but not touch. After the 

opening of the checkpoints in 2003, I walked those steps 

below, more times than I can remember, but I never forgot 

that feeing I had, and on nearly every occasion I look up and 

remember the reality of our borders. 

 

Heading out the park, walk along the walls, which is Zahara Street.  In 

the last few years, this street moved away from its residential past, to 

become a hub with various cafes and bars intermingled between 

family houses.  One night, I remember scores of people sitting on the 

pavement in one of the bars, whilst a man from a neighbouring house 

sat outside his front door, watching his TV and enjoying his dinner.  It 

was a vision of what a new Nicosia is becoming, and an example of 

how tradition and modernity co-exist. 

Along the walls you can see the UN watch tower and really get a 

sense of Ledra Palace Buffer Zone which extends alongside the moat 

on the adjacent Marcou Dracou Steet, which is where you will find 

the famous Ledra Palace  hotel and the Home for Cooperation. 

 

This Discovery was designed in close collaboration with Old Nicosia Revealed 

Old Nicosia Revealed captures old Nicosia through the photography lens: experiences, lives, history 

and division.  This group of friends showcases that Old Nicosia has much more than meets the eye. 

Their contribution to our discoveries has been invaluable. 

 

Special thanks to Dervis Zeybek for his contribution to the north discovery and the incredible work and 

love he has given to Nicosia and its inhabitants. 

 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/old.nicosia.revealed


https://goo.gl/maps/5wwFFC8YPgBoMPr19 

 


